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Abstract—We consider the problem of recovering a k-sparse
signal (x) from hybrid (complex and real), noiseless compressive
samples (y) using a mixture of complex-valued sparse and realvalued dense projections within a single matrix. The proposed
Hybrid Compressed Sensing (HCS) employs the complex-sparse
part of the projection matrix to divide the n-dimensional signal
(x) into subsets. In turn, each subset of the signal (coefficients) is
mapped onto a complex sample of the measurement vector (y).
Under a worst-case scenario of such sparsity-induced mapping,
when the number of complex sparse measurements is sufficiently
large then this mapping leads to the isolation of a significant
fraction of the k non-zero coefficients into different complex
measurement samples from y. Using a simple property of complex
numbers (namely complex phases) one can identify the isolated
non-zeros of x. After reducing the effect of the identified non-zero
coefficients from the compressive samples, we utilize the realvalued dense submatrix to form a full rank system of equations
to recover the signal values in the remaining indices (that are
not recovered by the sparse complex projection part). We show
that the proposed hybrid approach can recover a k-sparse
signal
p
(with high probability) while requiring only m ≈ 3k 3 n/2k real
measurements (where each complex sample is counted as two real
measurements). We also derive expressions for the optimal mix
of complex-sparse and real-dense rows within an HCS projection
matrix. Further, in a practical range of sparsity ratio (k/n), the
hybrid approach outperforms even the most complex compressed
sensing frameworks (namely basis pursuit with dense Gaussian
matrices). The theoretical complexity of HCS is less than the
complexity of solving a full-rank system of m linear equations.
In practice, the complexity can be lower than this bound.
Index Terms—Compressed sensing, sparse projections, iterative decoding algorithms

I. I NTRODUCTION
Consider a k-sparse real-valued signal x defined in an ndimensional space. By k-sparse we mean that x is non-zero
only in k coordinates: k = kxk0 := #{i : xi 6= 0}. The main
idea of Compressed Sensing (CS) [1]-[2] is that instead of
sensing n samples, the encoder projects x onto m compressive
samples y according to a projection matrix P , i.e. y = P x.
Generally the under-determined system of equations y = P x
has an infinite set of solutions. However, if certain properties
outlined in [1]-[2] are met then it is possible to find a unique
solution using the following optimization problem:
x = arg min kx̂k0 = arg min kx̂k1 : y = P x̂

(1)

Under early CS solutions, the complexity of the solver has
an inverse relationship to the number of compressive samples
required. For instance, greedy algorithms [3]-[5] have low
complexities but require relatively large numbers of samples; on the other hand, convex relaxation (`1 optimization)
algorithms [6] recover the signal with fewer samples but

they are extremely complex (Ω(n3 )) relative to greedy algorithms. This led to many efforts with promising results that
demonstrated improvements over traditional CS approaches
[3], [7]-[10]. More recently, there has been some interest in
pursuing sparse projections that lead to low complexity and
low measurement requirements [8]-[10]. Overall, state of the
art sparse approaches have shown to achieve recovery (with
high probability) using m = O (k log(n/k)) measurements
and with time complexity O (n log(n/k)) [9]. Despite the
clear benefits of sparse projections, one needs to use rather
strict structures (e.g., expander graphs) to achieve these bounds
simultaneously [7]-[9]. Even then, low values for the “big
O” constant of the measurement bound m = O (k log(n/k))
cannot be guaranteed. In this context, using traditional dense
Gaussian matrices requires minimal measurements, however,
at the expense of a high complexity `1 minimization decoding
algorithm.
In this paper, we present a Hybrid Compressed Sensing
(HCS) framework, which employs two classes of (sparse and
dense) sensing projections to solve the problem of compressive
sampling in a novel way. More specifically, the HCS projection matrix P is composed of two sub-matrices: a sparse,
complex-valued sub-matrix P (c) and a random dense, realvalued sub-matrix P (r) . As demonstrated below, the sparse
complex-valued projection provides a natural mechanism for
lowering the solver complexity. Meanwhile, the dense realvalued projection can facilitate the lowering of the sampling
requirement for the recovery of the signal. Hence, in the
context of the proposed hybrid sparse-dense framework, we
approach compressed sensing as an optimization problem by
identifying the best mix of sparse-dense random projections
that minimize the total number of samples required for the
recovery of a k-sparse signal x.
The sparse complex-valued sub-matrix P (c) of HCS can
employ any underlying structure for its non-zero entries,
including structures that are based on combinatorial designs
or expander graphs [8]-[9]. Here, we focus on a worst case
scenario (in terms of required measurements) by employing
a simple structure that divides the signal coefficients into
a number of non-overlapping sub-signals (i.e. partitions). In
Section II, we show, that when the number of sub-signals (or
equivalently the number of rows of P (c) ) is sufficiently large,
then this partition (of coefficients) leads to the isolation of
most of the k-non-zero transform coefficients into different
compressive samples. Hence, one can solve for the nonzero coefficients of x in a “divide-and-conquer” strategy.
After recovering these isolated non-zero transform coefficients
(utilizing a simple property of complex numbers), one might

use basic linear algebra methods to recover the remaining
transform coefficients utilizing the random dense sub-matrix
P (r) . In Section III, we show
p that (with high probability)
HCS requires m ≈ (3 + δ)k 3 n/k compressive samples to
recover a k-sparse signal of length n where δ ¿ 1. Although
HCS is not optimal (in terms of sample requirements for
the perfect recovery), it can reconstruct a signal from fewer
samples compared to the most complex CS framework (i.e.,
basis pursuit with dense Gaussian matrices) in a practical range
of the sparsity ratio (k/n). Moreover the complexity of HCS is
low due to the solver simplicity. Specifically, the complexity of
the HCS solver (in the worst case) is less than the complexity
of solving a (full-rank) system of m linear equations. Section
IV presents our simulation results and Section V concludes
this paper.
II. H YBRID S PARSE -D ENSE P ROJECTIONS
A sparse-projection based method naturally projects a subset
xMi of the signal x (xMi ⊂ {x1 , . . . , xn }) into an observations yi , where yi ∈ {y1 , . . . , ym } and Mi is the set of
column indices for the non-zero entries of the ith row of
a sparse projection matrix P . For example, if the ith row
of a sparse projection matrix P has zero entries everywhere
except for non-zero entries in some locations (column indices),
say Mi = {3, 8, 31}, then we have a corresponding subset
xMi = {x3 , x8 , x31 }. Consequently, the ith compressive
sample yi is a function of the subset xMi (yi = gi (xMi )),
and yi does not depend on the values of other elements of the
signal1 x. Overall, the natural division of the signal x (into
some subsets) by a sparse projection leads to low-complexity
recovery algorithms since one can begin by recovering one or
few subsets of x from a corresponding subset of observations,
and then progressively recover more subsets of x. Due to
their attributes, sparse projections have been receiving more
attention recently [7]-[10]. One of the key contributions of
this work is extending the utility of sparse projections by 1)
using complex-valued entries with simple structures instead
of binary-valued projections with rather complicated and restrictive structures and 2) complimenting them with important
aspects of dense sensing as explained further below. More
importantly, as opposed to most existing CS solutions, which
rely on solely sparse or merely dense matrices, our proposed
method employs the features of these two classes of matrices
simultaneously to design a simple yet efficient solution for CS.
The following notation will be used in this paper. Let A be
a b × c matrix and let i ⊆ [b] = {1, . . . , b} and j ⊆ [c]. AT
represents the transpose of A. By Ab, and A,c we respectively
mean submatrices of A given by restricting A on rows and
columns indexed by those members of b and c. Moreover let
D be a d × 1 vector and let e ⊆ [d]. Then D̂e is a d × 1 vector
given by keeping the entries of D indexed by e and setting
the rest (indices of [d]\e) to zero.
1 We

say that the ith measurement sample spans the indices of Mi .

A. HCS Projection Matrices
The projection matrix (P ) of HCS for a length n signal is
composed of two sub-matrices (P (c) ) and (P (r) ):
· (c) ¸
P
P =
(2)
P (r)
where P (r) is a mr × n real-valued, dense random matrix
and P (c) is a mc × n sparse matrix with random complex
entries (in section III, we find the optimal values for mc and
mr ). If we count each complex valued compressive sample
as two real samples, then the projection matrix is sensing
2mc + mr measurements. For simplicity of analysis and
without loss of generality assume mc counts n. Now let
M = {M1 , . . . , Mmc } be a set of equal size, random subsets
over [n] = 1, 2, . . . , n such that M forms a partition. Thus:
c
∀i, j ∈ [n], i 6= j : |Mi | = w, Mi ∩ Mj = ∅, ∪m
i=1 Mi = [n].
th
(c)
Then the i row of P
is non-zero, only in the column
indices of Mi . Also let f (i) be a 1×w row vector with complex
entries having distinct phases in the range of [0, π). Then we
insert the entries of f (i) in the ith row of P (c) in the column
(c)
indices of Mi . This can be written as: ∀i ∈ [mc ] : Pi,Mi = f (i)
(c)
and Pi,[n]\Mi = 0. Thus the ith sample (where i ∈ [mc ]) is a
function of the signal coefficients only in the indices of Mi :
yi = f (i) xMi . Appending mr real-valued, dense random rows
to this matrix yields the final projection matrix.
B. HCS Solver
We first highlight an important (yet arguably clear) proposition, which is critical for the successful working of the
HCS solver: if a subset xMi of the coefficients of x has at
most one non-zero coefficient, then only one complex-valued
compressive sample yi is sufficient for the recovery of that
subset.
Proposition 1. Let Mi ⊂ [n], |Mi | = w be the (ordered)
set of indices of non-zero coefficients for the ith row of a
(c)
(i)
sparse matrix P (c) . And let Pi,Mi = f (i) = [ ejφ(i)
1
... ejφw ]
be the corresponding vector of complex exponentials (on the
unit circle) such that the phases of f (i) are distinct in the
(i)
(i)
(i)
range of [0, π), ∀l, t ∈ [w], l 6= t : φl ∈ [0, π), φt 6= φl . If
xMi is non-zero in at most one index (kxMi k0 ≤ 1) then
(c)
having yi = Pi, x = f (i) xMi and f (i) , one can recover
xMi deterministically. Moreover having yi and f (i) , we can
detect the event that xMi is non-zero in at least two indices.
Specifically if yi = 0 then xMi = 0. If the phase of yi equals
(i)
(i)
to the phase of lth entry of f (i) (∠yi = ∠fl = φl ) then
xMi is non-zero only in the index of Mi,l and has the value
(i)
of xMi,l = yi /fl = kyi k. If the phase of yi is not among
(i)
(i)
the phases of f (i) ({φ1 , . . . , φw }), then xMi is non-zero in
at least two indices. The proof is presented in the Appendix.
The HCS solver consists of two major stages: 1) finding and
recovering subsets of the signal coefficients spanning at most
one non-zero coefficient and 2) forming a full-rank system
of linear equations and solving it. For the first mc complex
valued compressive samples (yi , i ∈ [mc ]), the solver looks
for the phase of each compressive sample (∠yi ) among the

available phases in the associated random vector. As before
(c)
(i)
(i)
let f (i) = Pi,Mi , w = |Mi | and ∠f (i) = [∠f1 . . . ∠fw ].
Assume the phase of sample (yi ) equals to the phase of tth
entry of f (i) . Then by Proposition 1, xMi is zero in all indices
except in the index of Mi,t . This can be written as:
½
¾
kyi k l = Mi,t
(i)
∠yi = ∠ft ⇔ xl =
(3)
0
l ∈ Mi \t
Moreover, if the compressive sample yi is zero, then xMi is
a zero vector. Otherwise (if the sample is neither zero nor
its phase is found in ∠f (i) ), this subset of the coefficients
(xMi ) spans at least two non-zeros and Proposition 1 is not
applicable to this subset. Define I 0 as the set of sample indices,
such that each of these samples is either zero or the phase of
that sample can be found among the available phases in the
respective random vector:
n
o
I 0 = i ∈ [mc ] : yi = 0 or ∠yi ∈ ∠f (i)
(4)
Thus the first stage of the HCS solver determines signal values
on indices of I = ∪i∈I 0 Mi . Consequently P x̂I is the effect
of identified coefficients on the compressive samples y; and
by subtracting P x̂I from the compressive samples y we are
nullifying such effect: y − P x̂I = P x̂I c where I c is the
set complement of I (I ∪ I c = [n]). If we consider the n
signal coefficients as unknowns and compressive samples as
equations, the problem of y = P x can be viewed as a system
of n unknowns and m = 2mc + mr equations where |I|
coefficients have already been recovered (in the first stage of
the solver). Having n − |I| further (independent) equations
one can recover the remaining unknowns. The random dense
submatrix (P (r) ) and complex samples spanning at least two
non-zeros provide us such equations.
III. A NALYSIS OF THE HCS S OLVER
In this section, we derive the sample requirements of HCS
(under perfect recovery) and also the complexity of such
procedure. To that end, we first find the average number of
samples required for the perfect recovery and then using the
tools from the concentration of measurement [12] we show
that our derived bound is tight.
Recall that complex compressive samples span disjoint
subset of coefficients. Hence it is straightforward to see that
the distribution of number of non-zeros spanned by each sample is multinomial. The problem of finding this multinomial
distribution can be casted as the classical “balls into bins”
problem [12]. Hence probability of the event that a complex
compressive sample (say yi , i ∈ [mc ]) spans j non-zero(s) is:
¶k−j µ
¶j
µ ¶µ
1
k
1
(5)
Pr (kxMi k0 = j) =
1−
mc
mc
j
Consequently, the expected number of samples spanning at
most one non-zero coefficient (|I 0 |) for large values of k is:
µ
¶
k
k
0
E(|I |) = mc Pr (kxMi k0 ≤ 1) ≈ mc 1 +
e− mc (6)
mc

Since each complex sample spans w = n/mc coefficients, the
number of identified coefficients (I) on average is E(|I|) =
wE(|I 0 |) = n(1 + k/mc ) exp (−k/mc ). Note that we have
not utilized mc − I 0 complex samples in the first stage of the
algorithm (since these samples span at least two non-zeros).
Counting each complex sample as two equations, we need
at least mr ≥ n − E(|I|) − 2 (mc − I 0 ) further equations to
form a full rank system of equations to recover the remaining
coefficients. To identify the required number of measurements,
this problem can be casted as the following optimization
problem:
arg min 2mc + mr s.t. mr ≥ n − E(|I|) − 2 (mc − I 0 ) (7)
mc ,mr

The following two lemmas outline key results for solving
this problem and determine the sample requirements of the
HCS solver. The first lemma provides expressions for the
numbers of complex samples (mc ) and real samples (mr ) that
are required for the recovery of x under HCS. The second
lemma simplifies these expressions and show that the HCS
measurement bound is tight. A corollary is also stated below.
(See the appendix for a sketch of the proof.)
Lemma 1. Consider a k-sparse signal x of length n and
define
µ q l =q n/k. Then
¶ on average, HCS requires mc ≈
16
k 3 2l − 3 729l
− 13 complex-valued samples and mr =
n − nα − 2αmc real-valued samples for the perfect recovery
of x where α = (1 + k/mc ) exp(−k/mc ).
¡
¢3
Lemma 2. If n 2(α − α2 )2 ln k ¿ k 4 then with a probability of at least 1 − k2 , HCS requires m = 2mc + mr
compressive samples
p n for the perfect recovery of x where
mc = k(1 + δ) 3 2k
, mr = n − nα − 2αmc and 0 < δ ¿ 1.
√
3
Corollary 1. If 2l2 ≤ 2 + 1/(1 − α) then mr ≤ mc .
Although the HCS sampling bound is not optimal for all
values of k and n, HCS outperforms even the most complex
CS solutions over a wide range of typical and practical values
of k and n (e.g., as long as k/n is not excessively small).
Specifically let mopt = Ck log n/k be the sample requirement
for an optimal CS framework where C is a constant
p only
depending on the projection matrix and the solver. If 3 n/k <
1.25C log(n/k), then HCS requires fewer samples for perfect
recovery when compared with the sampling requirement of
the hypothetical optimal solver. Now let us compute the
complexity of the HCS solver. Recall that the HCS decoding
process consists of two stages. In the first stage, for each
complex valued compressive sample (yi , i ∈ [mc ]), we look
for the phase of that sample (∠yi ) among the available phases
in the respective random vector ∠f (i) . Assume the entries
(i)
(i)
(i)
of f (i) = [exp(jφ1 ) exp(jφ2 ) . . . exp(jφw )] are sorted
(i)
(i)
(i)
based on phases: a, b ∈ [w], a > b ⇔ ∠fa = φa > fb =
(i)
∠φb . Then the complexity of this search for each compressive
sample is only log(w). Since we have to repeat this search for
all complex valued compressive samples, thus the complexity
of the first stage of the solver is O(mc log(w)).

As before, let |I 0 | ≥ 0, denotes the number of compressive
samples spanning at most one non-zero coefficient, then we
have not utilized mc −|I 0 | complex sample from the first stage
of the solver. The second stage of the HCS solver finds the
solution of a full rank system of mr + mc − |I 0 | ≤ 2mc equations. Let g(β) be the complexity of linear solver employed in
the second stage of HCS solver to solve a full rank system of β
equations. Then the complexity of the second stage of HCS is
O (g(mr + mc − |I 0 |)) ≤ O (g(2mc )). Finally the complexity
of HCS solver is O (max{mc log(n/mc ), g(2mc )}).
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
We tested the proposed HCS on a large number of standard
signals from SparseLab [11]. Specifically we compared the
performance of HCS (in terms of quality of the recovered
signal as a function of the number of compressive samples
and the required time for recovery) with the popular Gaussian
random projection matrix and dominant Basis Pursuit (BP) and
OMP solvers. In our simulations, we counted each complex
valued compressive sample as two samples. In all plots m,
n and k represent the total number of (real) compressive
samples, the length of the signal and the number of non-zero
DCT or wavelet coefficients, respectively. In all simulations,
we have assumed that for a given total number of samples
m, the ratio of complex valued compressive samples and
real valued dense samples (for HCS) is approximately one:
(mc = dm/3e and mr = m−2mc ). It is important to note that
this sample assignment is not optimal and HCS needs fewer
samples for the perfect recovery of the signal (see Lemma
1). However in some real world application, the number of
non-zero coefficients might not be known beforehand.
We performed our simulations under various configurations
of signal length and sparsity ratio which we present some of
them in Fig.1. In all these scenarios m ≈ 4k samples were
sufficient for the perfect recovery under HCS. Although BP
(except Fig.1a) achieved virtually perfect reconstruction, but
clearly the complexity of BP is much higher compared to HCS.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered the problem of recovering a
k-sparse signal x from a limited number of linear samples
(y = P x) and proposed Hybrid Compressed Sensing (HCS)
to solve this problem.
p We have shown that HCS recovers x
from m ≈ (3 + δ)k 3 n/2k real measurements where δ ¿ 1.
Although this bound is not optimal when compared to the
well-known bound of O (k log(n/k)), in a practical range of
sparsity ratio, it outperforms the most complex CS approach
that utilizes dense Gaussian projections and which is known to
require the minimal number of measurements. To conclude this
paper, we should highlight that the simulation results presented
for HCS can be improved (arguably significantly). First, in all
simulations, a non-iterative (full rank) linear equation solver
has been deployed in the second phase of HCS. We can reduce
the complexity of HCS furthermore by utilizing iterative linear
equation solver (such as Jacobi method, Successive Over
Relaxation method, etc. [13]) in the second stage of HCS.

Moreover, the performance of HCS can be improved further by
allowing overlaps and more restrictive structures in the sparse
complex-valued part P (c) of P . As stated earlier, in this paper,
we focused on the worst-case (partition) scenario for P (c) .
VI. A PPENDIX
Proof of Proposition 1 Clearly if xMi is a zero vector
then yi = 0. Now assume yi = 0. We show that with
high probability xMi = 0. Note that if xMi is non-zero
only in index of Mi,l (kxMi k0 = 1 and xMi,l 6= 0) then
(i)
yi = xMi,l ejφl 6= 0. Now suppose xMi is non-zero in
at least two indices (kxMi,l k0 ≥ 2). Hence yi is a linear
combination of at least two independent complex numbers.
Suppose the values of all entries of xl are bounded by η.
Then the magnitude of yi is a continuous random variable (at
least) in the range of [0, η). Thus the probability of the event
that the magnitude of yi takes exactly the value of zero, is
zero. Hence with high probability: xMi = 0 ⇐ yi = 0 and
therefore xMi = 0 ⇔ yi = 0.
Now assume xMi is non-zero only in the index of Mi,l .
(i)
Hence: yi = xMi,l ejφl . Note that in this case, the phase of
(i)
yi (i.e. ∠yi = φl ) can be found in the ordered set of available
(i)
(i)
phases in f (i) (∠f (i) = {φ1 , . . . , φw }). In other words,
(i)
knowledge of the phase ∠yi = φl translates into knowledge
of the index l associated with the location of the (single)
non-zero coefficient xMi,l . Now we prove (by contradiction)
that if the phase of yi can be found in ∠f (i) then with high
probability xMi is non-zero exactly in one index. Suppose xMi
is non-zero in at least two indices and ∠yi can be found among
∠f (i) . By the problem setup, ∠yi is a continuous random
variable in the range of [0, π). However, we know that the
probability of the event that a continuous random variable
(∠yi ) attains the values of a finite set of numbers (∠f (i) ),
is zero and this is a contradiction. Thus:
½
¾
kyi k u = Mi,l
(i)
∠yi = ∠fl ⇔ xu =
(8)
0
u ∈ Mi \Mi,l
Finally if yi 6= 0 and the phase of yi is not found in the
ordered set ∠f (i) , then xMi is non-zero at least in two
indices. ¥
Proof of Lemma 1.
To that end we solve the following optimization problem:
arg min 2mc + mr s.t. mr ≥ n − E(|I|) − 2 (mc − I 0 ) (9)
mc ,mr

One can use the Lagrangian multiplier to solve (9). Define
α = E(|I 0 |)/mc < 1, then the objective function (L) is:
L = 2mc + mr + λ (αn + 2(1 − α)mc + mr − n)

(10)

Taking derivatives respect to three parameters λ, mc and mr
gives us three equations:
λ = −1, αn + 2(1 − α)mc + mr = n
∂L
= 0 ⇒ 2m3c + 2km2c + 2k 2 mc = nk 2
∂mc

(11)
(12)
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Fig. 1: m, n and k represent number of samples, signal length and signal sparsity respectively.
Define l = n/k. Let us assume l2 À l, then solving (12)
yields:
Ãr
mc = k

3

l
−
2

r
3

16
1
−
729l 3

!

r
<k

3

l
2

(13)

Hence we have:
mr = n − nα − 2αmc

(14)

√
3
Assuming 2l2 < 2 + 1/(1 − α) implies mr < mc . ¥
Proof of Lemma 2.
We show that deviations from our derived bound is insignificant by following these steps: 1) We use Corollary 5.11 in [12]
which in case of our problem, states that the distribution of
number of non-zeros spanned by each sample is approximately
Poisson with mean k/mc . 2) Assuming independent Poisson
distributions of non-zero coefficients in compressive samples,
we compute the probability that a given sample spans more
than one non-zero and find its variance and mean. Further one
can easily find µ, the average number of samples spanning
at least two non-zero coefficients. 3) Assuming independent
Poisson distributions of non-zeroes in the compressive samples, let γ be the number of samples spanning at least two
non-zero coefficients, we find the minimum t such that:
Pr(γ − µ ≥ t) < 1/k. In words, t (with high probability)
is the maximum deviation of γ from µ. Then we show that
under a realistic presupposition, we have: t ¿ k. 4) Applying
Corollary 5.11 from [12] to the value of t computed in the step
3, we have: in the actual distribution of non-zero coefficients
among the partitions (i.e. multinomial), the maximum number
of samples spanning at least two non-zeros is less than µ + t
with a probability of higher than 1 − k2 = 1 − O(1/k).
0
Let us assume k 0 = k10 , . . . , km
represents the number of
c
non-zeros spanned by each complex compressive sample in
Poisson case. Let the binary random variable νi be one when
ki0 > 1 and zero otherwise. Then Pr(νi = 1) = 1 − α.
Hence E(νi ) = 1 − α and σ 2 (νi ) = α(1 − α). Define

σ2 =

P

(σi2 )/mc = σi2 . By Bennet’s inequality [12] we have:
Ãm
!
¶¶
µ
µ
c
X
t
∆ = Pr
(νi − E(νi )) > t ≤ exp −mc σ 2 h
mc σ 2
i=1
2

3u
where h(u) = (1 + u) log(1 + u) − u > 6+2u
for u ≥ 0.
Solving ∆ ≤ 1/k gives:
p
t ≈ 2σ 2 mc ln k
(15)
¡ 2
¢3
4
It is straightforward to see that when n 2σ ln k ¿ k then
we have t ¿ k and this completes the proof. ¥
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